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rd3 edition of Aesthetic Medicine India 
The next edition of Aesthetic Medicine India will be held on 
Mumbai 2023. Aesthetic Medicine is a part of the global 
Professional Beauty Group one of the world's leading events and 
media houses in the aesthetics, beauty, cosmetics and wellness 
industries. 

The 2019 launch edition of Aesthetic Medicine India garnered 
strong feedback from both exhibitors and visitors as it focused 
on bringing both aesthetic dermatologists and plastic surgeons 
together under one roof. The show opened new avenues for 
industry stakeholders as it provided top brands, leading 
manufacturers and distributors the opportunity to showcase the 
latest treatments and machines to doctors. The event also 
hosted a two day conference discussing key industry challenges, 
innovations and trends with leading experts sharing their 
experiences their peers. 

EXHIBITORS

50+
INDUSTRY SPEAKERS

25+

TRADE VISITORS

500+
DELEGATES

200+
BRANDS

50+

WHAT TO EXPECT AT AESTHETIC MEDICINE BANGALORE 2022
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VISITORS
BY JOB

FUNCTION
Cosmetologists

Aestheticians Cosmetic Dentists

Cosmetic 
Dermatologists

Importers 
& Distributors

Clinic Owners

Medical 
Practitioners

Plastic &
Cosmetic Surgeons

Hair Restoration 
Surgeons
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Aesthetic Medicine India Expo 
Will attract medical practitioners and clinics from across India including 
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Ÿ Masterclasses: Host an intimate workshop by invitation for both 
existing clients and prospects

Ÿ Product Presentations: The popular programme reinforces the 
business nature of the show, with visitors actively looking for new 
products/technologies and techniques to integrate into their clinics 

Ÿ Business Product Presentations: The popular programme 
reinforces the business nature of the show, with visitors actively 
looking for new products/technologies and techniques to integrate 
into their clinics

Ÿ Conference: The Aesthetic Medicine conference will dissect some of 
the critical business challenges and trends in running successful 
clinics including the latest treatments and products that can improve 
the clinic service offering 

Ÿ Expo: The two day expo, will see brands showcasing products across 
Aesthetic Dental Products, Aesthetic Injectables, Compression 
Garments, Devices (Skin & Body), Hair Restoration, Furniture, Laser 
& IPL (Skin, Body, Hair), Pharma Products, Skin Care, Software 
solutions, Threads,  and more... 

I have learnt a lot at the Aesthetic Medicine Conference. I am 
always excited to come to this conference. First of all it helps 
in getting to know something exciting and I get to see many 
more things - products that are coming up, even new 
technology. It's good to know how to upgrade myself. Of 
course, knowledge wise also it is excellent. After the 
conference, when I go through the magazine to check in case 
I have missed out on something, it feels like a revision. 
Knowledgeable practitioners have shared their articles in 
the magazine. This helps us in knowing all the doctors and 
others in this field. In one word, it is exciting. 
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At the show 
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Dr. RAKHEE SHARMA
Cosmetologist, Mumbai
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Ÿ You will be featured across different campaigns as a part of our 360 degree marketing campaign to attract the right buyers and visitors 
to the show

Ÿ An aggressive digital campaign will include EDM’s, promotional SMS’s and a targeted social media campaign, reaching out to 
thousands of buyers from across India and neighbouring countries

Ÿ We will promote your brand/product in a campaign that will often equal the value of your stand cost 

Ÿ We’ll market your brand direct to doctors,  medical aesthetic practitioners, clinic owners and industry stake holders in the build-up to 
the show 

Ÿ Our year round offline campaign includes sending out physical personalised invitations, BTL activities to key buyers; on call 
invitations and publicity in Aesthetic Medicine magazine amongst other relevant trade publications
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How we support and promote your business
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Dr. MADHURI AGARWAL
Consultant Dermatologist & Founder,
Yavana Aesthetics Clinic

I have been associated with AMI conference since its inception. 
This event is different for me as it amalgamates not just the 
doctors but the industry as a whole along with specialities thus 
bringing a common forum of learning for aesthetics. 
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From the conference programme to the visitor 
badges, there are a number of cost - effective ways to 
enhance your company’s participation.

Ÿ Luxury shell scheme with walls, fascia, carpet, 
lighting, power point, furniture and stand cleaning

PARTNERSHIP:

*Price excludes GST

Please refer to our floor plan and choose a stand that 
meets your budget and display needs. 

Ÿ Extensive marketing support through print, email, 
online and social media

Raw Space - INR 14250 + GST

Minimum stand size - 9 sqm

Ÿ Networking opportunities with like-minded 
professionals and industry thought leaders all 
under one roof

STAND COSTS:* 

Shell Scheme stand - INR 14950 + GST

20% extra for premium stall position
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How we support and promote your business
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Sponsorship packages
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Single page advertising slot in the Aesthetic Medicine India magazine October - November 2022 Edition

Double page advertising slot in the Aesthetic Medicine India magazine October - November 2022 Edition

36sqm

15,00,000/- 10,00,000/- 7,00,000/-

Complimentary print copies of the Aesthetic Medicine magazine October - November 2022 Edition 

18sqm 12sqm



 *COST – INR 50,000 + GST 

 *COST – INR 2,00,000 + GST 

 *COST – INR 2,00,000 + GST 

Logo presence on the visitor registration form.

Ÿ WATER BOTTLE PARTNERSHIP  

Ÿ VIP LOUNGE PARTNERSHIP

 *COST – INR 50,000 + GST 

Exclusive Branding at the VIP lounge panels giving the VIP lounge a feel of the brand 

sponsoring it.

Ÿ DEMO/INDUSTRY PRESENTATION  

Ÿ REGISTRATION AREA BRANDING

Branding at registration area backdrop.

20 minutes presentation by the leading KOL of the client.

Branding of the company logo on the water bottles distributed to visitors, delegates and 

exhibitors.
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Add - on marketing opportunities
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The Professional Beauty Group is one of the world's leading events and media houses in the beauty, cosmetics, hair and wellness 
industry. Owners of properties such as Aesthetics Medicine Live show and magazine, Global Spa & Wellness Summit & Awards, 
Cosmetic Ingredients and Packaging Innovation Expo, Hairdressers Journal, Modern Barber show and magazine, Professional Beauty 
shows and magazine and Salon International  the group's pedigree and experience is over 130 years old and spread across Europe, 
Middle East, Africa and Asia. 

In South Asia, Professional Beauty is the no.1 trade show for the cosmetics and wellness industry having organised 25+ trade shows with 
approximately 40,000 trade buyers visiting each year. As the only international expo organiser with a long term success story in India 
Professional Beauty is recognised as the show at the very heart of the industry in South Asia. Along the Success of Professional Beauty is 
our leading postion in the Aesthetic Medicine industry via our expos, conference and trade magazine.
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The Professional Beauty Global Group is one of the world's leading events and media houses in the 
beauty, cosmetics, hair and wellness industry. Owners of properties such as Professional Beauty Expo 
and Magazine, Salon International Expo, Aesthetics Medicine Expo and magazine, Hairdressers Journal 
the group's pedigree and experience is over 130 years old and spread across Europe, Middle East, Africa 
and Asia.

Considered the home of hairdressing excellence, Salon International is an annual three-day hair and 
beauty trade show that was founded in 1973 and takes place each October in London, UK. Salon 
International is where you can see, try and buy from the industry's biggest names, with over 400 brands 
exhibiting. From the latest salon interior trends, colour and styling products to electricals, scissors and 
salon software along with the best in hair education at the famous Salon Live show, Salon International is 
really the home of hair.

Hairdressers  Journal International is one of the world's oldest magazines for the hairdressing industry. 
Published in the United Kingdom, the magazine has been in circulation since 1882 and is considered a 
valuable source of information for the industry focusing on hairdressing imagery, trend features, salon 
business advice and coverage of news and events in the hairdressing industry.

PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY 

Launched in 2003, Aesthetic Medicine has grown to become the leading trade show and publication for 
the aesthetic industry in the UK. 2019 saw the India launch of The Aesthetic Medicine India magazine and 
expo, the first independent trade show and congress connecting leading brands, manufacturers and 
distributors of the latest pharma products, treatments and machines with cosmetics plastic surgeons 
and dermatologists from across India. 

AESTHETIC MEDICINE

HAIRDRESSERS JOURNAL

SALON INTERNATIONAL
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Events
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Cosmetic Ingredients and Packaging India (CIPI) is a focused trade show catering to the beauty, 
cosmetics and personal care ingredients industry, primarily manufacturers and suppliers of raw 
materials and ingredients including packaging products and labelling companies who form the basis of 
the beauty and cosmetics industry. Co-located alongside South Asia’s leading finished products show, 
Professional Beauty Mumbai, CIPI is a logical step in connecting brand owners, manufacturers and those 
looking to enter the cosmetics industry with innovative experts who can help design and build better 
cosmetics products. 

The Makeup Week show (MUW) is a show packed with masterclasses, open education, networking 
opportunities, access to professional brands and makeup magic. From building a better makeup kit, 
learning new technical and business tips to develop your career, meeting domestic and global makeup 
legends, shopping with your favorite brands and connecting with your community.

Salon Management Congress (SMC) is the only dedicated forum in India looking at tackling the business 
challenges faced by salon owners throughout India. From retailing products, to understanding whether to 
franchise or build one’s own brand, to using technology to drive salon profitability, the Congress brings 
together experts and industry veterans to share war stories and solutions to some of the most critical 
business challenges in the industry today. 

Inspired by the world-famous Salon International show in London, Salon India is a dedicated show for the 
hair stylist community in India. Bringing the latest content from around the world and India, Salon India is  
2 days of live seminars and brand expo delivering the best in technical education, product education and 
business education to the hairstylist community. 

SALON MANAGEMENT CONGRESS

COSMETIC INGREDIENTS
AND PACKAGING INDIA

c

Mastering the art of business in beauty

SALON 
MANAGEMENT 

CONGRESS

SALON INDIA
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Events
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MAKEUP WEEK

MAKEUP 
WEEK 2022



BOOK YOUR STAND AT A FOCUSED,
PROFESSIONAL EVENT

It's time to get back to business 
with face-to-face connections 
with your key clients.
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Contact us

FOR VISITOR & DELEGATE INQUIRY:
ANIKET SHETTY 
E: aniket.shetty@ideas-exchange.in 
M: +91 98195 28548

TO BOOK YOUR STAND CALL
DEEPESH KANK
E: deepesh.kank@ideas-exchange.in
M: +91 82868 10609
SUBHASH RAJU 
E: subhash.raju@ideas-exchange.in  
M: +91 99874 07835


